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Aircraft interference patterns in t roposcatter signal records betray the plane's velocity 
across the link axis. The patterns also reveal the phase variations in the normal signal 
path. Similarly, the spectra of records free of aircraft patterns reveal t he cross-axis velocity 
of winds aloft. The amplitude distributions of such records often come close to the R ay
leigh model but do not follow weather parameters closely. The distribu tio ns of ratios and 
products of corre lated amplit udes also fi t t he R ayleigh model in records free of aircraft 
reflections. 

1. Introduction 

Interference b etween the normal signal and re
flections from aircraft flying in the common volume 
seen by transmitter and receiver leads to charac
teristic aircraft patterns in records of the signal 
level received over troposcatter links . These re
flections sometimes disturb TV reception, too. The 
interference patterns occur frequently in records 
made of continuous wave transmission at 10 kw and 
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~ 9 1:.1 l"fc/s over a. 1:3i-111ile path from Bedford Ai:i.'"port 
I near Boston to Schenectady, New York.l Usually 

the patterns seem a nuisance, but they may be worth 
a second look. They carry information on the air
craft 's velocity across the link axis. Moreover, 
they represent an extreme case of a single predomi
nant scatterer in the midst of scattering from many 
weaker sources, so they help to clarify features of the 
spectrum and the distribution of the signal ampli
tude. 

I 

~ 2. Aircraft Pa ttems 

To define our notation, we refer to a sideview of 
the link in figure 1. The aircraft at P , a distance 
T from the transmitter and R from the receiver, 
moves along a horizontal line p with velocity v and 
at a height h above the link axis . If p is projected 
down on to the horizontal plane through the link 
axis it will be found to cross it at a distance x from 
the axis midpoint, and at an angle 1/;. The total 
signal path L by way of the aircraft is the sum T + R, 
and for its rate of change we find: 

4vp sin21/;(I _ 4X2)- l = dp 
i i2' v elt' (1) 

1 Under Con t ract AF 19(604)-1723 with the AFCRC. 
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FIGUHE 1. Notation f o/' airplane patterns. 

und er the assumption that hand p sin 1/; are much 
less than l12. The second time derivative of L is 

(2) 

Similar formulas are given by Pokorny in an article 
in Czechoslovakian not readily available [Pokorny, 
1961]. If the aircraft contributes a wave A and 
the normal path contributes a wave N to the receiv
ing antenna, as sketched in the lower par t of figure 
1, the receiver output I represents the vector sum 
of Nand A. We take N as the phase reference, 
and we use ~ to indicate the phase difference between 
Nand A. As ~ changes, I traces the pattern char
acteristic of aircraft interference. If, for example, 
IA I is less than IN I, as in figure 1, the pattern gives 
us the original wave amplitUdes IN I=?Hh + L) 
and IA I=H(I+-L ), where 1+, L are the extremes 
of I . 
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FIGU RE 2. A typical airplane pattern and its analysis. 

In figure 2, one analysis of a sample 10 sec of 
interference has yielded the variations of [A [ and 
[N [ plotted beneath the record. In figure 3, the 
first graph includes these 10 sec, with A2 plotted 
against time on a log-log scale; the second graph 
comes from a similar record. Time in each case is 
measured from the apparent center of the pattern. 
Both curves have knees- at about 14 and 6 sec 
respectively- and they fall off beyond the knees at 
slopes m of 6 and 10 respectively (ignoring the fine 
structure in the first pattern) . '1'11 us they can be 
approximated by the formula P", (1 + [t/toP) - 111 / 2. 

Now the Booker and Gordon [1950] formula for 
scattering from transparent inhomogeneities indi
cates that the power scattered will be proportional 
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FIGU RE 3. Power in the signal scattered by an airplane, No. 1 

to sin- m 8/2, where ~ is the angle at P in figure I , 
between T extended and R, and m is about 4. For 
angles in the range of interest we have 

(3) 

Here h is the height of the scatterer, and z= p sin 1/; 
is its horizontal distance from. the link axis. If (3) 
is plotted on log-log scales for various values of m, 
we obtain figure 4, which consists of curves resem
bling those in figure 3. 
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R efl ections from shiny and opaque objects, how
ever , clearly will not depend on fl. in the simple manner 
of P in (3). The plane's velocity across the axis, v 
sin V; , may be found from patterns like tha t in figure 
2, and then Zk at the knee of the eorresponding power 
curve may be obtained. W e find 4,700 and 3,500 It 
off axis, respeQ~ively, for Zk in the patterns analyzed 
in figure 3. These values of Zk would equal the 

I plane's height above the link axis, if (3) applied to 
scatter from aircraft; but the plane Inust, of course, 
be above the bottom of the co mmon volume at 4,500 
ft (calculated from an earth with four-thirds the true 
radius). Again, these two values of Zk fall very much 
short of indicating the half-width of the common 
volum e : the receiver with an 18-ft dish and the 
transmitter with a 28-ft dish "see" regions 40 ,000 
and 26 ,000 ft in half-width respectively at midlink:. 
Further dattL will be required to interpret correctly 
the shapes of tbe power curves in fi gure 3. 

vVe now obtain the velocity of th e aircraf t across 
the axis. Returning to figures 1 and 2, we note that 
the period T between adjacent minima of a patte rn 
of interference can be fixed fairly accurately. H i\![ 
is the length of the normal signal path, the difference 
(L - M ) will clu1I1ge by a signal wavelength , A= 0.328 
111, between adj}Lcent millima: 

d(L- 1\1) A 
dt T (4) 

Except whell the pblle is directly },bove the link 
axis, or l!loving parallel to the axis, the chief term 

r in (4) will be elL/dt rather th an dJ.\1/dt, sill ce the 
plane's velocity mu ch exceeds tha,t of the winds aloft. 

t A~L~~: t~,~·e A;[t<~f~~ 11~ }L~~Lt,~e~·~~.r.~~~I~ If~ G agg;~~:;~b~~l 
I randomly by the small effects of dM/clt . As shown 

in (2), the slope of this line represents the square of 
the cross-axis velocity of the plane. lnhgure 5, A/T 
from four records is smoothed ou t tw d plo tted against 
th e t il!l e meas ured from the patterll center . T.vpical 
aircr aft velocities Me obtained . 

H aving idell tified the co mponent dL /ell in plots of 
X/T, we turn Il ext to dJ.1/dt , }wd consider the phase 
stabili ty of the norn1<tl path. It is difficult to moni
tor the phase of a t ropospheric signal ; neither refer-

? ence to very stable oscillators at both path terminals, 
nor the retransmission of the signal back to the 
transrni tting site seemed feasible for us [Angell , Foot, 
Lu cas, and Thompson, 1958J. 'Ve did , however , 
study the frequency dependence of the phase (or of 
the path length 1\1) through data obtained by modu
lating the 915 M c/s signal }tt 1 Mc/s. This gave 914 
and 916 .Mc/s sidebands, hereafter labeled a and c, 
while? refers to the carrier frequency. The Xj T 
analysIs can be made of each componen t in records of 
aircraft in terference; figure 6 gives an exampl e. For 
the 14 sec }w alyzed from records of the simul taneous 
<tmpli t udes of ·the a, b, and c signals (sep arated by 

; filt ers), we fll1d apparen tly unrelated variations of 
I ol\1(j, t)/ot around a line of consta nt slope repre
~ serlting cPL/dtz. 

Continuing the anal~'sis of this record, figure 7 
gives in the dashed lines in the upper graph the 
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FIG UHE 5. Analysis of Jour representative aircraft patterns . 

difl'ereuces O(Mi- J.\1b)/Ot, i= a or c, between each side
band and the carrier b, fo r 7 of the 14 sec used in 
figure 6. I ntegmls of these cu rves from an arbitrary 
point in the - 17th sec give the curves " upper" and 
"lower" in t he lower graph of fig ure 7. I n this 
"ccArd the fre r : ue!lcy depe!lcle!!ce of i\I[ i<: <:111>111 , ± (' r~l 
ill 134 miles or two parts in 10 7, for a change in 
wavelength of one part in 103. The "sum" curves 
in figure 7 represent the second difl'eren ce QU, t) tLnd 
its integral: . 

A A I A I Q= r al+ Tc - 2Tb 

I: Qdt =-~ (t:.j) 2 ;2 {MU, t) - MU, to) }. (6) 

The integral of Q may be recovered at the receiver 
without a "comparison" sign}Ll r efl ected from air
cmft. The circuit used for this operation, designed 
by Dr. L . G. Abraham , Jr. , mixed endl sideband 
with the carrier to ob tain two signals }, t 1 M c/s, and 
it compared instan ts of zero-crossing of these 1 
NIc/s signals. The outpu t W}tS the second phase 
difference: 

The phase cPa refers, of course, to the lower sideband 
:vritten in the form Ja(t). cos (wat+ <Pa)., and similarly 
for cP b and <Pc. A tYPIcal record -of cp (t) , about a 
minute long, made on August 12, 1959 , appears as 
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FIG U RE 7. Phase fluctuation d1:jIerences between sidebands and carrier . 

the top trace in figure 8. The other three t races in 
this figure give the ampli tudes of signals a, b, and 
c. The arrows on these traces indicate the points of 
deep fade; the trace of 1> shows rapid ch anges at 
these instants. The discontinuities in the trace 

occur wherever 1> shifts over 1800 either side of the ' 
(arbitrary) origin, and represent a periodicity in 
the instrument. 

The variation of 1> during this relatively calm 
period approached 720 0 • Changes of more than 
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720 0 in a second occur in records of greater disturb
ance. Never theless, these records show that 
o2Mlot2 changes gradually; sudden and wide fluctu
ations in <I> like 180 0 in a millisecond would give 
spikes such as occur only when a signal vector 
passes neal' zero in a deep fade . 

3. Spectra 

Much of the analysis and notation used to explain 
aircraft patterns helps also to describe the spectra 
of the amplitude records of signals not contaminated 
by aircraft reflections. The spectra we consider 
here were obtained by running several minutes of 
rccGYd., :::n.ix~d v~\'"ith. an audio ;s.i.~11a,1, Lhrougll a 
narrow filter (1 cis wide, centered at 50 cis) and 
integrating the filter output. Some records were 
processed for us at the University of Texas. These 
spectra appear to us to have resulted from scattering 
by a number of centers in fairly uniform motion 
across the path axis. The centers are presumably 
" blobs" of uneven dielectric constant in the atmos
phere, although their conformation must vary as 
much as the shapes of visible clouds, and may include 
rough or rippled layers as well as spheroids. The 

, amplitude of radiation received from a blob will, 
of course, depend on its size and intensity, but also 
on the scattering angle, in accordance with (3). 
Thus for zlh larger than 1, the blob's contribution, 
beating against the average of a group of other 
wave vectors, will fall in amplitude as its zlh in
creases. The spectra as a whole tend to take the 
form of figure 4. Figure 9 shows examples, for a 
succession of 7 min recorded May 8, 1958, and 
reproduced here to show the consistent appearance 
of a knee, and a drop-off with exponent about 
m= 4. The 8th min, contaminated by aircraft, 
has a different and typical sh ape, a plateau or 
bump on the drop-off. I The "blobs" drift with the air movements, and 
scatter wavelets that differ slightly in frequ ency from 

the transmitted frequency j b' The Doppler shift 
depends, of course, on the rate of change of the 
path-length }I,![ via the blob; 

assuming a horizontal drift and (2xll)2< <1. If the 
blob happens to move so j\![ is constant, that is, on 
the surface of an ellipse of revolution with foci at the 
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FIGURE 9. Power density spectra from May 8,1958. 
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two antenna sites at the link ends, then t..j= O, but 
when the blob moves perpendicular to such a surface, 
4f is a maximum for a given speed [Laaspere, 1958]. 
Usually, and particularly in winter, the winds carry 
scatterers horizontally, and we may solve for their 
cross-axis velocity, using for t..f the frequency at the 
Imee of the spectrum, our link dimensions for lA., 
and for h=z the estimate of 4,000 m: 

dz/dt= v sin 1f = 4.42 4f m/sec. (9) 

Figure 10 shows foUl' spectra from records taken in 
December 1957, in extremes of weather. From 
t..j at the knee of each curve we obtain cross-axis 
velocities of the scatterers. In figure 11 we compare 
these with actual velocities of winds aloft. The 
latter come from soundings [U .S. Department of 
Commerce, Weather Bureau, Daily Series, Synoptic 
Weather Maps, Part II, 1957] at the Albany Weather 
Station, obtained at 7 a.m. or 7 p.m. Although 
Albany is on the link axis, it lies 60 miles from the 
axis midpoint; moreover, our records were made 
between 8 :30 a .m. and 4 :30 p.m. so the Albany 
weather data are not ideal. Fortunately, winds 
aloft are fairly persistent phenomena, characteristic 
of large areas. In figure 11, points No.1 through 
No.4 conespond to curves so numbered in figure 10. 
The extreme point No.1 falls nearly on the diagonal 
line of complete agreement between spectral and 
weather velocities. Points No.7 and Ko. 10 also 
fall on it, while No. 14 is the worst case. 'When No. 
14 was recorded, :'1arch 26, 1958, the winds aloft, 
although between 30 and 40 m/sec, were almost 
parall el to the link axis. A change of 10° in wind 
direction would put No. 14 on the diagonal. 
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FIGURE 10. Spectra from extremes of weather. 
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Although for the aircmft patterns we found m 
from 6 to 10, most spectra drop off at a slope from 
4 to 6. The slope of the spectm must depend on the 
distribution of scattel'ers in height and on the 
antenna apertures if these are narrow, according to 
suggested modifications of the Booker-Gordon for
mula [Villars and Weisskopf, 1955]. 

4. Distributions 

The addition of a large number of wave vectors, 
none of them predominant, arriving wi.th random r, 
P!lases from an assortment of scattering centers, I 

YIelds a resultant wave vector whose amplitude tends, 
as a consequence of the central limit theorem [Lawson 
and Uhlenbeck, 1950], to have the Rayleigh dis
tribution 

(10) 

An intensive analysis of 2H hI' of our records by R. G. 
Finney [1958] showed sections, particularly in records 
from calm days, with long periods of stationary rms 
levels, and distributions satisfying a X2 test for a 
Rayleigh population, at the 5 percent level of proba
bility of rejecting the hypothesis, when the distribu
tion was, in fact, Rayleigh. 

We also collected samples of the cumulative distri
bution, obtained by reading the recorded signal 
envelope into a set of clocks controlled by relays 
triggered at preset levels (a Gates multilevel recorder). 
The results for seven consecutive minutes of clear 
record and 4 min (dashed curves) contaminated by 
aircraft are given in figure 12. There we plot the 
cumulative distribution, the fraction P of the record 
that lies below the amplitude l' (abscissa) , against X = 
l'/ 1'm (orclinate), where 1'm is the median signal level. 
Curve No. 1 coincides with the Rayleigh model, '1 
and the succeeding minutes yield curves not far 
from it, until the aircraft interference begins. 
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If we have interference between two equal scat
term's, separated a distance d, and at a height h, 
drifting at a velocity v across the link axis, tbe signal 
reception may take the following form: 

(11) 

where 

and 

The distribution of I(t) for d/h= 6, accumulated in 
the interval 0< vt< d, is plotted as the dotted curve 
in figure 12, and may belp to explain the curve for 
the eleventh minute. 

Figure 13 shows distributions for the records from 
D ecember 1957, from which the spectra in figure 10 
were taken. Olearly t he distribuLions give no incli
cation of the weather: the 20th and 26th had strong 
winds aloft and bigh freq uency knees in their spectra 
while the 13th and 18th are calm days, :vet the 18th 
and 20th have similar distribuLions and the 13th and 
26th are also paired. 

Departures from the Rayleigh distribution can 
sometimes be represented by a single scatterer pre
dominant among small random scatterel's. The lines 
in figure 14, from anurnerical intergration by Norton, 
Vogler, ::'1ansfield, and Short [1955], show distribu
tions for various values of le, the ratio of the rms sum 
of small scattering vector amplitudes to the pre
dominant vector's amplitude. (The distribution is 
GiI;u55iall 011 clw II UVt:l vt:lvLur JJ!aue, ouL tile center 
is displaced from the origin by the predominant 
vector.) Data from a record without obvious air
craft patterns, taken April 1958, appear as dashed 
lines on figure 14; the original data were close to 
Rayleigh above median amplitude, but below Ray
leigh for lower amplitudes. Adding 4.3 }J.v (13% 
of the median 33 }J.v) to each point moved the data 
to overlap the le = 1 curve over its whole length. 
This type of change enabled us to fit many curves 
to the Norton model. However, in each case the 
voltage increment is different, and does not, appar
ently, correct an error in data. We merely note 
that some distributions depart from modified Rayleigh 
as if by displacement of the zero level. 

In studies of the bandwidth of the tropospheric 
path, a parameter of interest is the correlation p 
between received amplitudes of signals separated 

l slightly in frequency. This correlation is subject to 
statistical fluctuations, and depends also on weather 
conditions in the common volume. One can process 
the amplitude records to give the average values, 
< 1'11'2> or < 1'J/1'2> , and with these determine p 
from formulas such as we give in an appendix; alter
natively one can find the cumulative distributions of 
1'11'2 and rd1'2' and determine the correlation by com
parison with curves plotted in figure 15. An example 
of the second method, which provides a consistency 
check in the shape of the curve, appears in figures 16 
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FIGURE 12. Amplitude distributions for eleven minutes, May 
8, 1958. 
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FIG URE 13. Amplitude distributions in extTemes of weather. 
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FIGURE 14. Distribution of amplitude of sum of a constant 
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and 17. The data analyzed in this way from records 
made August 5, 1959, are typical of a dozen so proc
essed. They represent here about 4 min of normal 
record, and 1 min of aircraft interference. 

The norma]2 distribution at all three frequencies, 
a, b, and c, is close to Rayleigh in figure 16, and the 

2 "Normal" is used here as "commonly occurring," rather than normal in the 
statistical sense. 
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FIGURE 15. Distributions of functions of two correlated Rayleigh amplitudes. 

ratios are distributed along curves parallel to the 
models in figure 15.3 In figure 17, the products from 
the normal records also follow the model curves, but 
the products involving aircraft patterns, as might 
be expected, have more an~ higher pe.aks. However, 
again ill figure 17, the ratIOS from aIrcraft. patterns 
are less disturbed than the products. Frnally we 
compare the correlation parameter R, determined 
from <rlr2> , with p2, determined f~<?m the cumula
tive distribution of rdl'2, for each pamng of the three 
normal records: 

Pair 
(a, b) 
(b, c) 
(c, a) 

R 
0.32 
0.49 
0.25 

p2 
O. 30 
0.50 
0.20 

(The definition of R, and its relation to p are given in 
the appendix.) 

3 The ratio distributions are "double": points for X less than 1 are plotted as 
1/ X and the sign of fJ Is changed, so the distributions of rdr, and r,/rl are not dis· 
ting;,ished . In general, the data are symmetric about the median, so t.hat points 
X > l and mirror points X < 1 fall on the same curve, and are averaged m plottmg 
fi gures 16 and 17. 

5. Summary 

Airplane interference patterns in r~cords ~f signal 
amplitude betray the plane's cross-aXIS veloClty:, and 
the phase variations of the normal path. The mter
ference is an exaggerated form of scattering from a 
predominant scatterer in the presence of random 
signals from many small ones. It markedly affects 
both the spectrum and distribution of the envelope 
record. The spectrum in the absence of aircraft can 
be related to a model of scatterers drifting with the 
winds aloft. The correlation of signal amplitudes in 
nearby frequencies fits a Rayleigh ~odel f?r ~he j?int 
distribution, as represented b:y derIved ~IstrIbutIOns ~ 
for the product and ratio of SIgnal amplItudes. 

The receiving equipment and the phase compa~a~or 
were designed and assembled under the superVlSIOn 
of Dr. L. G. Abraham, Jr. , who also participated in 
the studies of correlation and effective bandwidth 
and other parts of the project. J. S. Brookman and 
T. E . Kotary processed the data. 
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FIGU RE 17. Ratio and product distributions from August 5, 1959. 

7. Appendix 

If two distributions derive from Gaussian popu
lations on the complex wave vector plane, the cor
responding joint distribution can be written with 
correlation parameters p and 1/1 [\iVheelon, 1959], 

P4clr2=exp [ -~{ 1'~+1'~-21'l1'2p cos (8\-82+ 1/1) } 

(A.I) 

Here the complex wave vectors, Xi + jY j= 1' i exp .18i (i = 
1 or 2), are normalized so that <x~>=<Y1>= 1, 
and p cos 1/I=<XIX2>=<YIY2>, p sin 1/I=<XIY2>= 
- < X2YI > , the brackets indicating statistical aver
ages. Integration over 81 and over 82 leaves the 
joint distribution of two Rayleigh-distributed ampli
tudes: 

414 

(A.2) 

Now P4h, 1'2, 81, 82; p, 1/1) in (A. I) is periodic in (8\-82), 

But in our case the difference in path lengths, 
represented by 8\-82 for the two signals, will be 
distributed to peak at some value n ear zero, rather 
than to show periodicity. (A Gaussian distribution 
for the phase difference might be a better representa
tion than P4; an attempt, not wholly successful, to 
derive such a representation appears on page 512 
of Hirai, Fukushima, and Kurihara [1960].) This 
objection, however, does not apply to tbe derived 
expression, P2, which has no phase dependence; 
moreover, it reduces to the same Rayleigh form on 
integration over 1'1 or 1'2. It appears to provide an 
adequate model for much of our data on correlated 
Rayleigh amplitudes. 

\ 
I 



From (A .2), after in tegraLion over the product 
1')1'2 in the interval (0, OJ) and over t he ratio 1'1 /1'2 
in the interval (1 , X ), we ob tain : 

sinh a . 
[ h 2 9] 1/ 2' WI th 1 + i3 cos a - p-

= 2P , exp a= x. (A.3) 

From (A. 2), after integr ation over 1'd r2 in (0, OJ) and 
over 1'11'2 in (0, y), we ob tain : 

) P (y) = .e(1 - p2)K o(y)Io(PY)YdY, 

= l - y[Io(pg) K l (y) + pK oCf) )I 1 (py)]; 

(A.4) 

In figure 15 we plot th e expressions P (X) from (A.3) 
and (A .4) for four values of tbe correlation p. In 
plotting (A.4) , the ordinate X has been normalized 
(dividing y by its median value), so P (I ) =K 

From (A.2 ) we can also determine the expected 
values: < 1'\1'2>=2E(p)-(I - p2) K (p), and < 1'd 1'2> 
= E ( p) . Here E and K ar e complete ellip Lic in
tegraJs of tl1e first a nd second kinds (while 10, I I, 

Ko and K \ in (A.4) are Bessel functions). Th e ex
pressio ns in question ar e co nvenienLly mod ifled to 
emph asize their dependence on p. 'Ne are led to 
defi ne corr ela tion param eters H fi,nd Lhus: 

and 

s = < rd1'2> - < 1'>< I/1'> 
1-<1'><1/ 1'> 

=O. 688 p2(1+3 p2/ 16 + ... ). (A.5) 

One expects p to be fi, monotonic decreas ill g func
tion of th e fr eque ncy d ifference be tween sig nals, 
so p(a, c) should b e less t han p(a, b) or p(b, c) . How
ever, Lher e is appcll'enLl.IT no necessary rehl,Lion be
tween these three con elations . :Moreover, in a 
search for closed express ions for the integrals in
volved in < Tal'o!'c> , and in the cu mulati ,"e dis
tribu tion of t he triple producL, P (ral'o1'c), we h fi, \-e had 
liLtle s uccess. 

(Pa,per 67D4-276 
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